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The RSR for Audi A4(B5) The RSR look from UBERHAUS of Europe has arrived.
The design was tuned and developed to LLTEK specifications. The final look is based
on discussions and interviews with hundreds of Audi A4 (B5) enthusiasts, most par-
ticularly S4 owners. The close cooperation from UBERHAUS has resulted in big divi-
dends for the purchaser of this new 4 piece styling kit. Each key styling feature is high-
lighted, noted and explained. 
Probably the most important feature is the material the product is made of.
PURIM (Poly Urethane Reinforced Injected Molding), is a semi-flexible, semi-hard
material that all major manufacturers use in their OEM (original equipment manufac-
turer) bumpers. Therefore a small pressure tap (read smack) should do no serious
damage to the bumper, thus ensuring long life. Without question, PURIM is the mate-
rial of choice for front bumpers.
The second most important feature is  a “styling methodology” to allow the
Audi enthusiast to participate in the final look of the car. This individual custom pro-
gram is handed to the customer to produce the final styling decisions. So, for the first
time, a customer can tune functionality, look and styling of both front and rear
bumpers. Top quality materials, individuality and an affordable price makes the
UBERHAUS Signature Series RSR design the serious contender in the A4 (B5) styling
category.

showcasing
Signature Series

HAUS
UBER

Signature 

SeriesSignature 

Series

! PURIM Flex material (front only)
! Affordable price
! No license plate indentation
! New side louver design
! Leading edge lip spoilers
! Oversize intake openings
! Brake ram air option
! Splitter material options
! Mesh grill options
! Carbon fiber accents
! Diffusers options front/rear
! Intercooler friendly

SIGNATURE FEATURES

To reduce the purchase price of a new RSR “intercooler friendly” front bumper, LLTEK presents a “limit-
ed time offer” granting special discounts on selected related merchandise. This offer may be modified or
discontinued without notice at any time and applies to retail purchases only. You May choose only 2 of the 6
offerings at the time you purchase the RSR bumper for the special discount. REMEMBER, THE BUMPER IS PURIM!
Note:  If bumper is ordered painted, LLTEK will install the lighting product if option, at no cost. For more information on the
lighting products offered at special pricing, refer to the complete lighting section on pages 45 to 57 in this catalog.

SPECIAL 
DISCOUNT PROGRAM
SPECIAL 
DISCOUNT PROGRAM

1RSR.5 Front grill.
Badgeless (rings instal-
lable), no pop-out holes. 

(ICB5-05 • Reg. $188)
Discount 50% 
Special price

$94

2Front center RSR
composite splitter.
Paint extra.

(ICB5-41 • Reg.$ 99)
Discount 50% 
Special price

$49

3Eyebrows short style.
Paint extra.

(CAMB5-10 • Reg. $59)
Discount 50% 
Special price

$29

4Driving lights
High Performance, 
Halogen, blue tint. 

(SSHAL-04 • Reg. $122)
Discount 40% 
Special price

$73

5Fog lights
High Performance, 
Halogen, blue tint.

(SSHAL-03 • Reg. $122)
Discount 40% 
Special price

$73

6Xenon driving lights,
Ballast and Bulb
included. 

(SSDS2-01 • Reg. $777)
Discount 20% 
Special price

$622

Choose any 2 of 6 offerings

ALWAYS SEE PAGE 7 
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SIGNATURE FEATURES
Purim material The front bumper is made in a
semi flexible, semi-hard material allowing for minor
taps with no serious damage. Purim is a first from any
manufacturer in the A4 category.
Affordable price The UBERHAUS A4/S4 bumper
is responsibly priced. Molds for Purim are very costly
and complex compared to ABS, composite or fiberglass.

FRONT BUMPER UNIQUE FEATURES*
No license plate indentation LLTEK cus-
tomers requested the deletion of the front plate
indentation in order to achieve a clean unbroken line
and look. Request granted! A North American plate
can be installed if needed via surface mount.
Headlight washer openings Most Audi enthu-
siasts have told us they prefer the smooth look of no
caps. For those who want a washer system, a small
hole is easily drilled at time of installation to allow
the use of the factory caps and washer systems.
New side louver design UBERHAUS reworked
and updated the design of the air louvers to develop a
prominent styling feature. Now the leading edge sits
outboard and the louvers no longer look like an
afterthought cut into the inside of the bumper.

Louvers  are more detailed and the design is a more
thought-out styling approach. As an option, the lou-
vers can be painted an alternate color (usually
Titanium Silver or RSRS silver) to create a further
styling highlight.
Leading edge lip spoilers Integrated into the
bumper design at the lower left and right corners are
two perfectly balanced and sized edge lip spoilers.
These lips become a styling feature plus create a
more purposeful and aggressive look to the front
bumper. Down force is assured for the first time. As
an option, the edge lips can be painted an alternate
color (usually Titanium Silver or RSRS silver) to cre-
ate a further styling highlight.
Larger intake openings UBERHAUS has
reworked and redesigned the 3 traditional oversized
main air intakes by more sharply defining the openings.
This creates a more masculine and aggressive look with
edges which are flatter and wider. Extra space has been
provided for larger intercooler systems.
Two Mesh Style options When you purchase
the UBERHAUS front bumper, you can choose
between two optional mesh styles. Choose the larger
(cross hatch) pattern for the RS4 factory look or the
tighter “expanded mesh” made popular on Audi’s
famous RS2 track car. 

Note 1: The internal design of this unique front
bumper allows for use on the European specification A4. 
Note 2: The RSR is intercooler friendly with gener-
ous interior space and can be edge trimmed for even
more space. 
Note 3: This bumper fits the USA/Canada and Euro
S4 cars. 

REAR VALANCE • CALL FOR DETAILS 
LLTEK customers wanted a design that was more
thought out. The word “Ferrari” was mentioned often
and LLTEK transmitted this information to UBER-
HAUS who came up with a superb rear bumper lower
valance design. Once again, UBERHAUS design
teams created options allowing the Audi enthusiast
to further control the styling effect.
Two mesh style options You can choose either
the “cross hatch” or “expanded mesh” options with
pre-installation and paint as further option.
Carbon fiber styling overlay UBERHAUS
devised a styling option which truly reinforces the
Ferrari style and look. Order this item with your
bumper or at a later date and just glue into place.
Carbon fiber lower diffuser Should you elect
to order the carbon fiber styling overlay you can also

Large mesh without
splitter option

Louver
Mesh
included Intercooler friendly with generous space

DISCOUNT
PROGRAM
DISCOUNT
PROGRAM

Great deals with your RSR 
bumper purchase!

Choose 2 of the 6 offerings at the
time you purchase the RSR bumper
for the special discounts.*
1 RSR A4 B5 Front grill
2 Front center composite splitter
3 Short eyebrow set
4 Halogen driving lights
5 Halogen fog lights
6 Xenon driving lights
* See conditions on the preceding page.

HAUS
UBERSignature Design

Signature Design

SUPER

OFFER!
SUPER

OFFER!
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order the lower carbon fiber diffuser. This piece
attaches below the overlay creating four distinct
openings with a curved diffuser edge. It’s the best of
personalization and it’s up to you.
Side skirts perfection UBERHAUS knew the
Audi enthusiast community was looking for a more
natural and integrated side sill look and they came
up with their great design. At the top edge there is a
small box style protrusion similar to the factory RS4.
However, leading and trailing ends were fully sculp-
tured and enlarged to create a more flowing yet inte-
grated look with the front bumper and rear valance. 

Other items found on the RSR feature car are:
8 piece vinyl edge trim kit When you remove
the black lower door trim to create a mono chromatic
color scheme, you are greeted with a nasty surprise.
Numerous holes become visible and a few protruding
pins must be cut off. To avoid hole filling and an
expensive full door repaint, simply order the LLTEK 8
piece painted molding kit. This is an inexpensive
“peel and stick” solution. The cost of this painted kit
is discounted when you order (ATP/at time of pur-
chase) other matching painted product.
Sport grill Type RSR.5 New to LLTEK is the
uniquely styled front grill upgrade in black with no

latch access hole. The Type RSR.5 grill will comple-
ment any Audi A4/S4, with or without aero styling.
Transfer your Audi rings (not included) to complete
the look if you wish. LLTEK’s  badge is included.
Hagus Sport Mirrors LLTEK is the North
American importer for Hagus mirrors for Audi prod-
uct. These “Made in Germany” twin stock mirrors are
“plug and play”, full remote electronic and anti-fog
with its heating element. No special wiring is need-
ed. The big benefit is the ultra-wide angle mirror with
blue tint anti glare glass for ultra wide area coverage. 
Projector headlight upgrade/eyebrows
Our Pelican blue feature car is a 1997 1.8T A4 with
the LLTEK projection headlight upgrade which liter-
ally transforms, updates and upgrades your car’s
look and lighting. It’s the two piece perfect fit “plug
and play” installation available in true HID (Phillips)
or Halogen H7. Visibility is dramatically improved
and the painted headlight accents complete the look.
Real carbon fiber for B & C pillars This car
has the LLTEK 4 piece real carbon fiber kit installed
between the front doors and on the corner quarter
panels. It is a “peel and stick” application.
RSR carbon fiber styled trunk spoiler,
LLTEK went to Kerscher to develop a unique rear

trunk spoiler for the new RSR. Two unique side pods
securely hold a real carbon fiber wing span. The end
result is a technical display of styling and design. Fits
A4 and S4 cars.
Upper roof window spoiler Zender of Germany
has always been a leading design stylist for Audi.
Their upper roof wing glues into place and is the
superior styling product in its class. This small part
completes “the look”. Rieger of Germany also makes
a similar product with a strong bold look as well and
at a lower cost.
Optional front in bumper lighting LLTEK can
provide you with a choice of true HID Xenon driving
lights or a set of Halogen ultra high performance driv-
ing  or fog lights. Either option makes a dramatic
lighting improvement with the amazing HID system
overpowering the HID headlight system. Options are
priced low with free installation when the bumper is
ordered.
Wheel and tire program The wheels chosen for
the UBERHAUS A4 project car are LLTEK’s
lightweight RK utilizing Pirelli performance tires.
These 18 x 8 inch wheels are both beautiful and
affordable as are all of the wheels in the LLTEK pro-
gram.

LL
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COMINGSOON!Full width carbon fiberfront and rear splitters$288 ea.

COMINGSOON!Full width carbon fiberfront and rear splitters$288 ea.
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HAUSUBER
1. Full front bumper replacement:
For A4/S4. New outboard louver
design. Twin corner lips, optional cen-
ter air diverter, optional brake duct
box.  No Euro license plate indenta-
tion.  Manufactured in Purim just like
OEM. Intercooler friendly

6. Driving lights in HID or Halogen:
Installation is free when ordering
bumper. Choose ultra hi-performance
Xenon HID or new generation Halogen
lamps.  Refer to lighting section for
details.

13. Hagus sport mirrors: Great looks,
increased safety from this German
made mirror company (OEM for TT).
Wide view and blue tint lens.  “Plug
and Play”. Match paint option. See
mirror section for details. European
specification mirror reflection.

2. Two air splitter materials: Choose
real carbon fiber or composite materi-
al.  Both products divert air to general
brake area and look fantastic. Easy bolt
on/easy off for optional use.

7. RSR.5  sport grill: Premium design
RSR grill. Also available are grills from
Caractere and Kamei . Look! No center
hole. Hidden release lever provided.
See A4B5 grill section on page 78.

3. RSR RAM air brake box: Used
with either air splitter products. This
add-on hidden box channel delivers
extra air to wheel well and general
brake area to assist brake cooling.

4. Two mesh styles, 2 mesh finishes:
Choice of large RS4 “open” style mesh
in black or natural silver.  Alternatively,
“tight” weave black or silver mesh in
traditional RS2 pattern.  Optionally fit-
ted, molded and siliconed into place.

8. Headlight accent treatment:
Several styles available.  With the pur-
chase of 2 piece clear HID/HAL ver-
sions, the accent shown above is half
price.  Also available are 2 full head-
light masks.  Paint option available.

11. Performance tires: A top perform-
ing tire makes all the difference in the
world.  LLTEK can supply Pirelli high
performance tires. Ask for a free tire
quotation.

5. Accent second color paint:
Available as a low cost option is a sec-
ond paint color for side louvers and
twin lip spoilers.  LLTEK master
painters are always ready to serve.

9. Full projector headlight upgrade:
Euro 2 piece S4 headlamp for pre-
facelift and Euro 1 piece headlamp for
facelift.  “Plug and play”.  Dramatically
improves visibility and safety.  OEM
Phillips HID or OEM Valeo or Halogen
models.  Special bulb offers.  Refer to
“lighting” for details.

12. Racing windshield banner: The
LLTEK banner fits the front and rear
windows of the A4 B5/B6, A6 and TT
cars.  “Don’t leave home without it”.
Silk screened on silver background.
High quality and UV resistant.

15. 8-piece vinyl molding kit: Let
LLTEK save you money when you
remove your lower OEM door molding
revealing holes and pins.  No need to
fill and paint.  Just peel and stick the 8
painted vinyl pieces for the instant
mono-chromatic look with side skirts.
First you snip off the pins.

14. B and C real carbon kit: Cover
your B and C pillars with real carbon
fiber for the high tech carbon fiber look.
Peel and stick application.

12
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10.Performance wheel models:
The RK wheels on the Pelican Blue car
are 18 x 8.  Examine the entire LLTEK
wheel selection to view great product
and great prices. Certain models use
the DHBP system for installation on
either 5x100 or 5x115 cars.
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Large mesh in black

Small mesh in silver
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# TYPE DESIGN DESCRIPTION PART PAINT PRICE
NO. CODE USD

AERO COMPONENTS CAN BE ORDERED MATCH PAINTED TO YOUR AUDI PAINT COLOR
1a UHFB.5U UHAUS Full front bumper in semiflex PURIM•USA/CAN model•Optional HID/HAL•Optional splitter choice•Fits S4 and Avant ICB5-36U AA $ 666 *
1b UHFB.5E UHAUS Full front bumper in semiflex PURIM•Euro model•Optional HID/HAL•Optional splitter choice•Fits S4 and Avant ICB5-37E AA $ 666 *
2a UHFS.5F UHAUS Front center splitter for UHFB.5•Composite material•Bolt on/off•Cold air diverter to general brake area KAZB5-01C F/G $ 99 *
2b UHFS.5C UHAUS Front center splitter for UHFB.5•Genuine carbon fiber•Bolt on/off•Cold air diverter to general brake area KAZB5-01 F $ 199

3 UHBD.5 UHAUS Cold air brake duct box set•Requires UHFS.5 (F or C)•Completes brake air dump system•TBA EXB5-01 F/G $ 266
4 MF.5 UHAUS 3-piece front mesh kit•Large open RS4-Style (L)•Small tight RS2-Style mesh (S)(1) LL00-19 (L) LL00-17 (S) F/G $ 44 
5 PAINT UHAUS 2nd paint color. For RSR side louvers and front lips•Silver recommended or choose I-PAINT C CC $ 111

6a SV3000 SVISION HID Xenon driving lights•Includes all hardware•Remote transmitter/emitter•FREE installation on painted RSR bumper SSDS2-01 $ 777 *
6b SV3006/7 SVISION Halogen hi-perf. driving or fog lights•Includes hardware•FREE instal. on painted RSR bumper. SSHAL-04 (D) SSHAL-03 (FOG) $ 122 *

7 USGB.5 UHAUS Black Purim RS4 mesh style sport grill•No center hole•New hood release lever supplied ICB5-05 $ 188 *
8 CHL2.5 KAMEI Headlamp accent • 2-piece• Short version•Stick on • Matchpaint available • Completes look • See special offer CAMB5-10 F/G $ 59 *

9a DHK.5 SVISION Halogen KK Headlight kit•4 pieces•Accepts H7 Hi, H7 Low, HID-X ready•KK turn signals•No orange ** UHB5-21K(H7) $ 444 kit
9b DXK.5 SVISION HID Philips KK Headlight kit•4 pieces•Accepts H7 Hi•Includes 2 HID ballast, 2 D2S bulbs•KK turn signals•No orange** UHB5-22K(HID) $1111
13 HSM.5 HAGUS Sport mirror•Hagus of Germany•Wide view•Electric•Blue anti-dazzle tint•Anti fog•Stepless•Plug and play HAGB5-01 CC $ 444 set
14 USCF.5 UHAUS Real carbon fiber 4-piece set • Covers  B and C pillars • Peel and stick for easy installation LUXB5-07 $ 144
15 VM8.5 UHAUS Molding kit•4 short/4 long pieces of self adhesive vinyl molding to cover holes at door bottom LLB5-16 F/G $ 44 kit
16 UHSS.5 UHAUS Side skirt set•Contour hugging front and rear ends for smooth overall look•Unique! •Platform tabletop like RS4 KAZB5-16K AA $ 444 set
17 ZR.5 ZENDER Roof spoiler for sedan • Easy installation • Glue on • Helps keep rear window cleaner. ZENB5-19 CC $ 255 

18a KTC.5 KERSCH High profile spoiler with entire center section in carbon fiber • Double carbon cleared • Bolt on, Glue on KERB5-09 CC $ 599 
18b KTCL.5 KERSCH High profile spoiler with entire center section in carbon fiber and brakelight•Double carbon cleared•Bolt on, Glue on KERB5-10 CC $ 699 
19 ERTZZ.5 SVISION Altezza tail light set•A4 (B5) all years•A great looking upgrade•Other tail light available, see lighting section for details EEB5-05K $ 199 set

20a UHLV.5U UHAUS Lower replacement rear valance•USA/Canada model•Accepts carbon fiber accent overlay/diffuser KAZB5-15U BB $ 366
20b UHLV.5E UHAUS Lower replacement rear valance•Euro model•Accepts carbon fiber accent overlay/diffuser KAZB5-15E BB $ 366
21 ME.5 UHAUS 3-piece rear mesh kit•Large open RS4-Style (L)•Small tight RS2-Style mesh (S)(1) LL00-20 (L) LL00-18 (S) F/G $ 44 
22 UHLC.5 UHAUS Genuine carbon fiber accent overlay•Glue on•Retrofittable•Requires UHLV.5•Technical styling! KAZB5-02 $ 244
23 UHCD.5 UHAUS Genuine carbon diffuser•Bolt on•Retrofittable•Requires UHLV.5 and UHLC.5•Technical styling! KAZB5-03 $199

A4/S4 RSR 1996-2001 (B5) LappLappLoyalty
And

Point
Program points AUDI

ONLY

Prices in US dollars; specifications, availability and pricing subject to change.  (1) When paint is optioned mesh is preformed,
painted and installed with silicon.  * See special discount offer on page 61.  ** Also black see page 56, line 14-17

Parts below shown on blue car,
additional parts also available.
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17.  Upper roof spoiler: Glue on the
stylish Zender upper roof spoiler for an
ultra clean look.  Alternatively Rieger
offers a version as well.  Paint option
available. See spoiler section for details.

16. RSR side skirts: All new design
based on RS4 with small table platform.
Contoured and easy to install. These
pieces make all the difference and visu-
ally make the car more masculine.Add
8-piece molding kit to save money.

19. Altezza tail lights: Our newest tail
light design based on the Ferrari car
and named after the town of Altezza in
Italy.  Also available in all clear or all
smoke.  See lighting section. European
lighting specification.

20. RSR lower rear valance: Fits the
North American A4/S4 B5 (Euro model
to follow). New Ferrari look. This valance
fits like a glove and follows the correct
contour and curve of the USA wheel
well. See available mesh styles.

21. Two mesh styles, 2 mesh 
finishes: Choice of large RS4 “open”
mesh in black or silver.  Alternatively,
“tight” weave black or silver mesh in tra-
ditional RS2 pattern.  Optionally fitted,
molded and siliconed into place.

18. Carbon fiber trunk spoiler: It’s
big, it is a real carbon fiber span and it’s
ultra tech.  However, there are 8 other
models to look at.  Styles range from mini
conservative to full touring car race look.
Code named KTRSR.C.5. Note: Real carbon fiber. Real means

genuine.  Genuine means real.  LLTEK
carbon fiber is the true space-age
lightweight super strong product.
Grain and weave pattern is always ran-
dom.  Black and silver.

23. Real carbon fiber lower diffuser:
This lower carbon fiber diffuser attach-
es below the carbon fiber center sec-
tion to create the ultimate in technical
design. Creates 4 separate air channels
to further stylize and accent the rear.

22. Real carbon fiber accent center:
This real carbon fiber accent overlay is a
technically styled product and highlights
the Ferrari look. Participate in the design
of your RSR rear bumper. Order with
your rear valance or at a later date.

20

16

24 23

1817

19

13

2122

24. Stainless steel performance
exhaust (B5): LLTEK has them all
(FWD and Quattro), 1.8T, 2.8 and 2.7T
with or without downpipe. Great perfor-
mance upgrade. Deep throaty sound. Be
heard, not overheard! Our exhaust sys-
tems are not excessively loud

Program

ALWAYS SEE PAGE 7 
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